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[1] A linear model of intermediate complexity based on quasi-equilibrium theory is used

in a zonally symmetric aquaplanet configuration to investigate the stability of the mean
summer monsoon flow in the south Asian region. In the control case, the mean state has
one linearly unstable mode that corresponds in period and structure to the variability in the
nonlinear model described by Bellon and Sobel (2008) and to the observed 30- to 60-d
mode of intraseasonal variability. This mode features propagation of the precipitation
anomalies from the equator to the monsoon trough around 20°N. Both the period of this
mode and its direction of propagation are determined by the direction and magnitude of
the mean meridional baroclinic flow. The wind-induced surface heat fluxes associated
with the surface westerlies in the northern tropics are an important contributor to the
instability of the mode. The mechanisms of propagation and reinitiation of convection are
further described. (1) Meridional advection of vorticity by the mean flow is responsible for
the creation of free-tropospheric vorticity north of the convection center. This vorticity in
turn creates boundary layer convergence via Coriolis acceleration and subsequent
northward movement of the convection. (2) Meridional advection of zonal momentum
creates equatorial free-tropospheric easterlies on the equator. These easterlies in turn
generate low-level convergence via the b term of the Coriolis acceleration and cause the
reemergence of convection at the equator.
Citation: Bellon, G., and A. H. Sobel (2008), Instability of the axisymmetric monsoon flow and intraseasonal oscillation, J. Geophys.
Res., 113, D07108, doi:10.1029/2007JD009291.

1. Introduction
[2] The monsoons are characterized by strong intraseasonal variability that causes alternating rainy and dry
periods, the ‘‘active phases’’ and ‘‘breaks’’ of the monsoon.
In the south Asian region, the intraseasonal variability can
be seen as a seesaw between two longitudinal bands of
maximum precipitation: the equatorial Tropical Convergence Zone (TCZ) and the monsoonal TCZ around 20°N
[Sikka and Gadgil, 1980; Goswami and Ajaya Mohan,
2001]. Spectra of the variability show two significant peaks
in the intraseasonal range: one at 10– 20 d and one at 30–
60 d [Goswami, 2005]. The 10- to 20-d mode seems to be
associated with disturbances propagating from the Pacific
warm pool to south Asia that appear as Rossby waves
deviated poleward by the mean monsoon flow [Chatterjee
and Goswami, 2004; Wang and Xie, 1997]. On the other
hand, the 30- to 60-d mode is associated with northward
propagation of the TCZ from its preferred equatorial position to its preferred monsoon location around 20°N.
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[3] Composites of the 30- to 60-d mode show its characteristic dynamical structure. Convergence in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) leads the convection by a
few degrees [Kemball-Cook and Wang, 2001; Lawrence
and Webster, 2002; Jiang et al., 2004; Goswami, 2005].
Positive relative vorticity in the free troposphere is almost
colocated with, or slightly leads the ABL convergence
[Jiang et al., 2004; Goswami, 2005]. The reinitiation of
convection at the equator is also preceded by ABL convergence there [Wang et al., 2006].
[4] Different mechanisms have been proposed to explain
the northward propagation of the TCZ. Goswami and
Shukla [1984] showed using an axisymmetric GCM that
the interaction between convection and dynamics can cause
an intraseasonal oscillation in the 30- to 60-d range characterized by northward propagation of the precipitation
anomaly. This idea has been explored in subsequent studies
using simple models. The seasonal northward gradient of
moist static stability has been proposed as the crucial
element causing the northward propagation [Gadgil and
Srinivasan, 1990; Nanjundiah et al., 1992].
[5] A recent theoretical analysis proposed two mechanisms for the northward propagation [Jiang et al., 2004]: a
‘‘moisture-convection feedback mechanism’’ that explains
the northward propagation near the equator by the anomalous advection of the mean humidity and a ‘‘vertical shear
mechanism’’ that explains the off-equatorial propagation
and the mode’s dynamical structure. The vertical shear
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mechanism involves the creation of barotropic vorticity
north of the center of convection by anomalous vertical
advection of the mean easterly vertical shear. This mechanism was shown to be important in a simple, quasi-linear
model [Drbohlav and Wang, 2005].
[6] In a recent study [Bellon and Sobel, 2008, hereinafter
referred to as BS] we presented simulations of the 30- to
60-d oscillation in an intermediate-complexity axisymmetric model from the Quasi-equilibrium Tropical Circulation
Model (QTCM) family [Neelin and Zeng, 2000; Zeng et
al., 2000]. This model in an aquaplanet configuration
simulates the qualitative features of the seasonal monsoon
mean convincingly. This model also simulates convincingly
the structure of the 30- to 60-d mode, with the maxima of
ABL convergence and barotropic vorticity leading the
maximum of precipitation. We studied the bifurcation tree
of the nonlinear system and showed the crucial role of the
wind-induced surface heat fluxes [Emanuel, 1987; Neelin et
al., 1987] for the development of the intraseasonal oscillation in the model. We showed that the inclusion of a
dynamic and thermodynamic boundary layer in the model
were necessary to the existence of the oscillation, but did
not analyze the mechanism of the northward propagation.
[7] In BS, we showed that the instability in our model
was essentially linear. In the present work, we use the
linearized model to study the fundamentals of the instability,
the scale selection, the northward propagation, and the
structure of the precipitation patterns. Section 2 describes
the model in its linear version and its basic results and
section 3 investigates the role of the different components of
the mean seasonal state. A further stripped-down model is
introduced in section 4 to further understand the oscillation
and clarify its mechanisms (section 5). The sensitivity of the
oscillation to the main parameters of the model is described
in Appendix A.

2. Linear Model
[8] In this study, we use the linear version of the model
used in BS, which is the prototype QTCM2 in an equatorial
b-plane axisymmetric configuration. The QTCM family of
models is based on the Galerkin projection of the primitive
equations on a limited number of reference vertical profiles
derived from asymptotic solutions of quasi-equilibrium
theory [Neelin and Zeng, 2000; Zeng et al., 2000]. In the
QTCM2, the vertical structure of the wind has three degrees
of freedom: one barotropic mode and one baroclinic mode
in the free troposphere, and a mode for the Atmospheric
Boundary Layer (ABL) flow represented by a slab of
constant depth in which the wind is uniform with height.
The thermodynamic variables (temperature and humidity)
each have two degrees of freedom: one for the free
troposphere and one for the well-mixed ABL. An exhaustive description of the model is given by BS and by Sobel
and Neelin [2006]. Here, we summarize the linearized
version of the model.
2.1. Summary of the Vertical Structure
[9] Each variable x in the axisymmetric primitive equations (horizontal velocity v(y, p, t), vertical speed w(y, p, t),
temperature T(y, p, t), and humidity q(y, p, t)) is described
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by its deviation from a reference profile Xr projected on a
few perturbation profiles Xi:
xð y; p; t Þ ¼ Xr ð pÞ þ

X

Xi ð pÞxi ð y; t Þ;

ð1Þ

if0;1;bg

where y the latitude, p the pressure, and t the time. The
perturbation profiles of temperature (respectively humidity,
horizontal and vertical velocities) are noted ai (resp. bi, Vi
and Wi). The subscript 0 indicates the barotropic mode, 1 the
baroclinic mode and a subscript b [not to be confused with
the moisture profiles bi(p)] indicates the ABL mode. The
perturbation functions and their relations with each other are
described in detail in BS. In particular, (1) Vr = 0; (2) a0 = 0
+
+
+
and
R pe b0 = 0; (3) V0(p) = 1; (4)R pV1(p) = a1  ha1 i, with a1 =
p; and (5) Wi(p) = pt Vid
p, where h i indicates the
p a1 d ln 
free-tropospheric average, pe is the pressure at the top of the
ABL, and pt the pressure at the tropopause. ka+1 (p) is the
perturbation of geopotential f(p) associated to the perturbap) for p < 
p < pe, with k = R/Cp the
tion of temperature a1(
ratio of the gas constant for air R by the heat capacity of air
at constant pressure Cp.
[10] We can rewrite (1) in terms of the sum of a time
mean and perturbations:
X

xð y; p; t Þ ¼ xð y; pÞ þ

Xi ð pÞx0i ð y; t Þ

ð2Þ

if0;1;bg

where the overbar indicates the time mean and the prime
indicate the perturbation from this mean. We have:
X

xð y; pÞ ¼ Xr ð pÞ þ

Xi ð pÞxi ð yÞ

ð3Þ

if0;1;bg

2.2. Linear Equations
[11] The properties of the vertical structure are used to
project the primitive equations and obtain the time evolution
of the perturbation xi0. Note that the temperatures and
humidities are expressed in energy units, i.e., temperature
in Kelvin multiplied by the heat capacity of air at constant
pressure Cp and specific humidity in kg/kg multiplied by the
latent heat of vaporization Lv .
[12] The linearized free-tropospheric temperature and
moisture equations are:


 
ha1 i @t T10 þ v0 rT10 þ v00 rT 1 þ hsi0  sy0 ðr v0 Þ





þ hsi  sy r v00 þ ha1 V1 i v1 rT10 þ v01 rT 1


þ Msp1 T10 ðr v1 Þ þ M s1 r v01
¼ hQ0c i þ hQ0R i þ ha1 ikq r2 T10 ;

ð4Þ

where s = T + f is the dry static energy, and


 
hb1 i @t q01 þ v0 rq01 þ v00 rq1 þ hqi0  qy0 ðr v0 Þ





þ hqi  qy r v00 þ hb1 V1 i v1 rq01 þ v01 rq1


 Mqp1 q01 ðr v1 Þ  M q1 r v01
¼ hQ0q i þ hb1 ikq r2 q01 :

ð5Þ

r = (0, @ y) in the axisymmetric framework used here, and
we used the projected continuity equation wi = r vi to
replace the vertical speeds by the divergences. The super-
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script dagger (y) indicates the value advected by the vertical
motion at the ABL top. We use a centered formulation as
proposed in [Sobel and Neelin, 2006]:
1
xy ¼ ðxb þ xe Þ;
2

Msi ¼

M si þ Mspi T10

with M si ¼ Msri þ Mspi T 1 ;
ð7Þ

Mqi ¼ M qi þ

Mqpi q01

that accounts for vertical mixing by small eddies. ve = v0 + V1e
v1, where we use the notational shorthand V1e  V1(pe). The
coefficient a+e
b comes from integrating temperature to obtain
geopotential using hydrostatic balance, and is defined by:

ð6Þ

with x = s, q, or v. The subscript e indicates the value just
above ABL top. The nonlinear model in BS used an upwind
formulation, but that formulation cannot be simply
linearized. Changing from the upwind to the centered
scheme causes only small differences in the nonlinear
simulations (not shown).
[13] Qc, Qq, and QR are respectively the convective
heating, convective moistening and radiative heating, and
kq is the horizontal diffusivity coefficient for humidity and
temperature. The free-tropospheric average of the mean
energy and humidity include the reference profiles: hsi =
hsri + ha1 + ka+1 iT 1 and hqi = hqri + hb1i q1. We also have:
hsi0 = ha1 + ka+1 i T10 and hqi0 = hb1i q10 . We have further
defined the gross dry static stabilities and gross moisture
stratifications for each mode:

with M qi ¼ Mqri þ Mqpi q1 ;

where the index i can be either 0 or 1. The coefficients Msri
and Mspi (respectively Mqri and Mqpi) result from the
integration of the vertical profiles of wind and dry static
energy (resp. humidity):

aþe
b ¼

and Mqpi ¼ hWi @p b1 i;

Rp
where sr = Tr + k p s Tr dln p is the reference dry static
energy profile, with ps the surface pressure.
[14] The linearized equations for barotropic and baroclinic velocities are




@t v00 þ r v0 v00 þ v00 v0 þ hV12 ir v1 v01 þ v01 v1


^  v0
 vy0 ðr v0 Þ  vy r v00 þ f k
0
 þe 0

0
0
2 0
þ
k
¼ r kab sb þ khaþ
iT
þ
f
v r v0 ;
1
1
s

ð8Þ





@t v01 þ ðv0 rÞv01 þ v00 r v1 þ ðv1 rÞv00 þ v01 r v0

hV 3 i 
þ 12 v1 rv01 þ v01 rv1
hV1 i


hV 3 i  0
þ 12
v1 ðr v1 Þ þ v1 r v01
2hV1 i
2
 0


1 V1e

1
v1 ðr v0 Þ þ v1 r v00
2 hV12 i



i
V1e h y0
 2
v  v0e ðr v0 Þ þ vy  ve r v00
hV1 i
^  v0
þfk
¼



1 v01

þ

kv r2 v01 ;

ps

pe

ab d ln p ¼ aþ
b ðpe Þ:

ð10Þ



@t s0b þ r vb s0b þ v0b ðsrb þ sb Þ  sy r v0b  sy0 r vb
g
¼ H 0 þ hQ0R ib þ hQ0c ib þ kq r2 s0b ;
pB

ð11Þ

and


@t q0b þ r vb q0b þ v0b ðqrb þ qb Þ  qy r v0b  qy0 r vb
g
¼ E 0 þ hQ0q ib þ kq r2 q0b ;
pB

ð12Þ

where sb is the dry static energy in the ABL and pB = ps 
pe is the ABL depth. E and H are the surface fluxes of latent
and sensible heat, respectively, and h ib indicates averaging
over the boundary layer.
[16] For the ABL velocity, the equation is:
 0

^  v0
vb vb þ v0b vb  vy r v0b  vy0 r vb þ f k
b


þ b 0
0
0
2 0
¼ r khab i sb þ fs  b vb þ kv r vb ;
ð13Þ

@t v0b þ r

where b is a surface drag coefficient. The coefficient of the
baroclinic ABL geopotential contribution ha+b ib results from
the integration to obtain the vertical average of geopotential
in the ABL:
b
1
haþ
b i ¼ pB

Z

ps

Z

ps

ab d ln pdp:
pe

ð14Þ

p

[17] In the axisymmetric framework, the continuity equation is:

and

1
krT10

Z

[15] For the boundary layer, the procedure is essentially
the same, but simpler, as each variable has only one mode,
and each prognostic variable q, s, v is assumed uniform in
the vertical. We thus have the following equations for ABL
dry static energy and specific humidity:



Msri ¼ hWi @p sr i and Mspi ¼ hWi @p a1 þ kaþ
1 i;
Mqri ¼ hWi @p qr i

D07108

mv0b ¼ v00 ;

ð15Þ

where m = pB/pF is the ratio of the depth of the ABL to the
depth pF = pe  pt of the free troposphere.
[18] In practice, equations (8) and (13) are combined to
eliminate the geopotential gradient @ yfs0 , and the continuity
equation (15) is used to eliminate vb to obtain the following
expression for v0:





mhV12 i v1 @y v01 þ v01 @y v1
@t v00 þ 2 1  m1 v0 @y v00 þ v00 @y v0 þ 2~


~ f u00  u0b
 vy0 @y v0  vy @y v00 þ m
h

i
þ b 0
þ
0
¼ ~
mk @y aþe
b  hab i sb þ ha1 iT1


ð9Þ

^ the vertical unit
where f = by is the Coriolis parameter, k
vector, fs0 is the surface geopotential, kv is the horizontal
diffusivity coefficient for momentum, and 1 is a coefficient

m
~
b v00 þ kv @y2 v00 ;
m

ð16Þ

~ = m(1 + m)1.
with m
[19] The resulting model has 9 prognostic variables: u10 ,
0
v1, u00 , v00 , ub0 , T10 , sb0 , q10 , and qb0 , and the base state is defined
by 9 fields u1, v1, u0, v0, ub, T 1, sb, q1, and qb. It is
essentially equivalent in its overall level of complexity to
a three-layer model, with the primary difference being that
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the free-tropospheric structure is represented by modes
rather than layers. It is comparable in complexity to the
models used by Jiang et al. [2004] and Drbohlav and Wang
[2005], with the most substantial differences being the use
of a prognostic boundary layer and a number of different
choices in the model physics, described below.
2.3. Model Physics
2.3.1. Convection
[20] The convective heating and moistening hQc0 i, hQc0 ib,
hQ0qi, and hQ0qib are parameterized using the Betts-Miller
scheme [Betts, 1986; Betts and Miller, 1986] as implemented in the prototype QTCM2 [Sobel and Neelin, 2006].
In the Betts-Miller scheme, precipitation is proportional to a
quantity similar to the convective available potential energy
of the column, here denoted E, if this quantity is positive,
and is zero otherwise. To linearize the model, we omit this
positive-only precipitation criterion for the perturbation of
E. BS showed that this simplification yields linear modes
whose properties match those of the original nonlinear limit
cycles closely. A sensitivity study using a modified, linearizable version of this criterion also showed that our results
are not sensitive to this simplification. The precipitation can
be expressed as follows:




P0 ¼ c E 0 ¼ c pF ha1 i h0b þ dh0b  T10 þ pB s dh0b ;



hQ0c i ¼ c ha1 i h0b þ dh0b  T10 ;


hQ0q i ¼ c hb1 i h0b þ dh0b  q01 ;
hQ0c ib ¼ c s dh0b ;

ð18Þ

and hQ0q ib ¼ c ð1  sÞ dh0b ;

dhb0 results from the energy constraint that the net moisture
loss must equal the net (dry) enthalpy gain and can be
written:


dh0b


ðha1 i þ hb1 iÞh0b þ ha1 iT10 þ hb1 iq01
¼
:
m þ ha1 i þ hb1 i

ð19Þ

[22] Combining (17) and (19) yields an expression of E 0
as a function of hb0 , T10 and q10 :
E 0 ¼ E b h0b þ E q q01 þ E T T10 ;

with

ð20Þ

ha1 ið1  sÞ  hb1 is
;
m þ ha1 i þ hb1 i
ha1 i þ sm
;
E q ¼ pF hb1 i
m þ ha1 i þ hb1 i
hb1 i þ ð1  sÞm
E T ¼ pF ha1 i
m þ ha1 i þ hb1 i
E b ¼ pB

and

2.3.2. Radiation
[23] We use a Newtonian relaxation in the free troposphere and in the boundary layer, with a shorter timescale
for the ABL:
hQ0R i ¼ 

T10
s0
and hQ0R ib ¼  b
tR
t Rb

ð21Þ

2.3.3. Surface Fluxes
[24] Surface fluxes are parameterized by linearized standard bulk formulae:


0
*
E 0 ¼ ra CD vb v0b V1
s ðq ðTs Þ  qb Þ  Vs qb


0
H 0 ¼ ra CD vb v0b V1
s ðTs  sb Þ  Vs sb

ð17Þ

where c = t 1
c is a (large) rate for the removal of buoyancy
by convection and s is a parameter that partitions the
convective cooling and drying in the boundary layer. hb0 =
sb0 + qb0 is the boundary layer perturbation of moist static
energy, and dhb0 is an adjustment perturbation that accounts
for some downdraft effects. E is not exactly analogous to
standard, nonentraining CAPE, as can be seen from its
dependence on free-tropospheric moisture. Nonetheless, we
refer to E as the CAPE below, as it does have energy units and
plays the role that CAPE does in many convective closures.
[21] The convective contributions to the energy and water
budgets are:
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ð22Þ

ð23Þ

where Ts is the SST, q*(Ts) is the saturation specific
humidity at Ts, CD is the exchange coefficient, ra is the
surface air density, and Vs is the mean surface wind speed:
Vs ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
G2 þ jvb j2 ;

ð24Þ

where G is the gustiness, a constant wind that accounts for
subgrid circulations. The first term in the brackets of
equations (22) and (23) is the wind-induced surface heat
flux that was shown to be crucial to the modeled
intraseasonal oscillation in BS.
2.4. Computation Design and Control Case
[25] The equations of the model are discretized over a
domain of 20.000 km (10.000 km in each hemisphere), with
a spatial resolution of 50 km (400 grid points). The Jacobian
matrix of the model is computed, using a specified mean
state. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are then numerically
computed. Only the unstable modes, if any, are described in
this study. In such a mode, the time evolution of the
precipitation can be expressed as follows:
 t
 t


P0 ð y; t Þ ¼ Re NP ð yÞelt ¼ AP ð yÞ cos 2p  fP ð yÞ ete ; ð25Þ
T

where NP(y) is the precipitation component of the complex
eigenmode and l is the associated complex eigenvalue
(with positive imaginary part). AP = jNPj is the precipitation
amplitude, fP = arg(NP) is its phase. T = 2p/Im(l) is the
period of the mode and t e = 1/Re(l) is its e-folding time.
Note that the amplitude AP(y) can be rescaled simply by
changing the time origin, and thus contains information
only on the latitudinal structure of the mode. This structure
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Figure 1. Mean state of the model in the control case: (a) meridional wind at 200 mbar (solid) and
850 mbar (dashed), (b) zonal wind at 200 mbar (solid) and 850 mbar (dashed), (c) ABL meridional wind
and (d) ABL zonal wind (solid).

is also described by fP(y) that provides information on the
phase differences between latitude, and therefore the
propagation; it is counted positively for a lag so that an
increase of fP with latitude corresponds to a northward
propagation.
[26] In the control case, the base state is taken as the time
mean over the first limit cycle of the nonlinear model
described in BS (in particular, the nonlinear model uses the
positive-only precipitation criterion in the Betts-Miller
parameterization). This mean state is shown in Figures 1
and 2 (see also Figures 1 – 3 in BS). The control SST is
uniform, with a value of 29°C between the equator and
2000 km north of it (which corresponds to the northern
limit of the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea), and is a
sinusoid north of there and in the Southern Hemisphere, as
shown in Figure 2b. The control base state and SST are
denoted by the superscript circle.
[27] Table 1 shows the parameters used in the control
case, which are very similar to the parameters used in BS.
As 1° of latitude roughly equals 100 km, the latitude will be
either given in degrees or kilometers.
[28] In BS we showed that the model has one linearly
unstable, oscillatory mode in the control state. Here, this
oscillation has a period of 55.2 d and an e-folding growth
time of 54.3 d. This result differs slightly from that in BS

because of minute modifications of the model’s parameters. Figure 3 shows the time evolution of precipitation
anomalies for the nonlinear model and the oscillatory
component of the precipitation in the unstable linear mode
AP(y)cos(2pt/T  fP(y)). The unstable linear mode exhibits the same structure and space and timescales as does the
oscillation in the nonlinear model and as does the 30– 60 d
oscillation of the atmosphere over south Asia during the
monsoon. It is characterized by northward propagation
of precipitation anomalies between the equator and 25°N,
with two maxima of precipitation amplitude colocated
with the equatorial and monsoonal TCZs of the mean
state (BS).
[29] The similarity of the structures in the linear and
nonlinear calculations shows that the dynamics of the oscillation in the model is essentially linear. The linear model
allows one to study the influence of parameter changes on the
oscillation independently of their influence on the mean state.
In Appendix A, we show the sensitivity of the oscillation to
several parameters. The results are not inherently of great
interest, but do demonstrate that the period of the unstable
mode, in particular, is not very sensitive to parameters. Its
stability is somewhat more sensitive, a fact which we use later
as described in section 4.2. The role of the basic state in the
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Figure 2. Mean state of the model in the control case: (a) saturation humidity at the SST (thick), ABL
humidity (solid) and free-tropospheric humidity (at 700 mbar, dashed); (b) SST (thick), ABL (solid) and
free-tropospheric (at 500 mbar, dashed) temperatures.

development of the oscillation can also be investigated using
the linear model. This is the subject of the next section.

3. Sensitivity to the Mean State
[30] In previous studies, the role of the structure of the
mean state has been highlighted. Some studies have concluded that the thermodynamic aspects of the mean state are
crucial in determining the northward propagation of convection [Nanjundiah et al., 1992]. Other studies have
proposed mechanisms associated with the mean monsoon
flow [Jiang et al., 2004; Drbohlav and Wang, 2005]. Here,
we explore the influence of the mean fields on the stability
or instability of the mean flow and on the structure and scale
selection of the intraseasonal mode by varying the base

state, regardless of the physical consistency of the resulting
mean flow.
[31] The results of this strategy must be interpreted with
care. When we study linear perturbations to a basic state
which is not a solution of the underlying nonlinear equations, we violate the premises of linear perturbation theory.
(Strictly, we have already violated those premises by taking
as our base state the time mean from a nonlinear calculation whose evolution is unsteady, rather than a true timeindependent state.) We view such calculations as a way of
quantifying the importance of different terms to the instability; removing them from the computation of eigenvalues
is arguably a more relevant way of doing this than simply
comparing different terms in a budget. Also, the ends
justify the means in some of the calculations. If a removal
of all structure in a particular basic state field results in

Table 1. Model Parameter Values
Parameter

Value

ps, pe, pt
ha1i, a1e
hb1i, b1e
ha1+i
hab+ib, a+e
b
hV12i, hV13i
V1e
qre, Tre
qrb, srb
Msr1, Msr0
Msp1, Msp0
Mqr1, Mqr0
Mqp1, Mqp0
1
b
tc
s
TR, t R
QRb0, t Rb
ra, CD
kq, kv

1000, 900, 150 hPa
0.4243, 0.2931
0.2406, 07576
0.2445
0.0512, 0.1038
3.67  102, 3.2  103
0.2121
38.925 K, 296.65 K
51.96 K, 302.00 K
3.60 K, 16.34 K
4.05  102, 0.188
3.00 K, 28.05 K
3.78  102, 0.516
8.77  107 s1
2.20 105 s1
0.3 d
0.2
50 K, 15 d
1.5 K d1, 2 d
1 kg m3, 1.5  103
8  105, 2  105 m2 s1

Definition
pressures at nominal surface, ABL top, and model top
vertical mean and ABL top value of temperature basis function
vertical mean and ABL top value of moisture basis function

ABL top value of baroclinic basis function
ABL top reference moisture and temperature
ABL reference moisture and dry static energy
reference dry static stabilities
dry static stability changes per T1 change
reference gross moisture stratifications
gross moisture stratification changes per q1 change
frictional damping rate on baroclinic mode
ABL drag coefficient
convective timescale
constant partitioning between convective cooling and drying of ABL
radiative equilibrium temperature and timescale
ABL radiative background heating and timescale
surface air density, exchange coefficient
diffusivities for moisture and velocity
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moistening of the free troposphere with ascending motion,
and this moistening sustains the convection by increasing
the CAPE. Removing the mean thermodynamic gradients
does not affect the northward propagation: fP increases
with increasing latitude (Figure 4b), in a very similar way to
the control case in the Northern Hemisphere.
[34] In our model, the main roles of the mean horizontal
structure in the thermodynamic fields are to reduce the
instability and to limit the extent of the latitudinal domain in
which convection can occur. Convection in the northern
tropics is possible because of the high SST there, as it is
observed in reality [Gadgil et al., 1984; Graham and
Barnett, 1987]. Removing the mean thermodynamic gradients while maintaining an SST and a vertical stratification
that allow convection does not alter the scale selection, and
only marginally modifies the structure of the mode in the
region of interest. These gradients have a role in establishing the basic-state circulation, and therefore an indirect role
in the intraseasonal mode, but the basic-state circulation
appears to have a larger impact on this mode than the basicstate thermodynamic structure. This result contrasts with
those of previous studies [Gadgil and Srinivasan, 1990;
Nanjundiah et al., 1992] in which the mean meridional
gradient of a ‘‘convective intensity factor’’ measuring the
stability of the atmosphere was essential to the northward
propagation.

Figure 3. Shading indicates precipitation anomaly in the
(a) nonlinear and (b) linear oscillations. Contours indicate
surface-heat-flux anomaly in the linear oscillation (solid
contours for positive values and dashed for negative
values).
little change to the computed unstable mode, we feel
justified in claiming that the removed structure is not
important to the mode’s dynamics in the control case.
3.1. Sensitivity to the Mean Thermodynamic Fields
[32] We suppress the influence of the spatial structure in
the mean thermodynamic fields by setting them to uniform,
typical tropical values over the whole domain: SST = 29°C,
sb = 299 K, T(500 mb) = 258 K, qb = 16 g/kg, q(700 mb) =
8 g/kg. The dynamical fields v0, v1, and vb are set to the
control values v°0, v°1, and v°b. We call this experiment Case
FlatqT.
[33] The base state of FlatqT is linearly unstable, and the
one unstable mode is oscillatory, with an e-folding time t e =
28.3 d and a period T = 54.9 d. Figure 4 shows the mode’s
amplitude AP and phase fP. Compared to the control case,
this mode is about twice as unstable, and it has a very
similar period, and a somewhat similar structure. The
equatorial maximum of AP is strengthened and the mode
extends into the Southern Hemisphere where an additional
maximum appears around 15°S (Figure 4a). These changes
result primarily from the increased variability of the surface
fluxes south of the equator due to higher SSTs there than in
the control case. These increased surface fluxes are associated with a moisture feedback: increased mean gross moisture stratifications M q0 and M q1 allow an efficient

3.2. Sensitivity to the Mean Flow
[ 35 ] We investigate the role of the mean flow by
performing the same eigenvalue analysis with a base
state where we set to zero the barotropic zonal wind (u0 =
0, Case Nou0), the baroclinic zonal wind (u1 = 0, Case Nou1),
the baroclinic meridional wind (v1 = 0, Case Nov1), the ABL
zonal wind (ub = 0, Case Noub), or the ABL meridional
wind (vb = 0, Case Novb), keeping all the other mean fields
as in the control case. In the last case, for consistency, the
mean meridional barotropic wind is zero.
[36] Table 2 sums up the results for the different cases. In
cases Nov1, Noub, and Novb, the base state is stable: the
meridional mean flow in the free troposphere and both
components of the ABL mean flow appear necessary to the
development of an oscillation. In Case Nou0, the base state
is unstable, and the characteristic times of the unstable mode
are very similar to the control case: T = 58.3 d and t e =
47.3 d. In case Nou1, the base state is unstable as well, but
the period is about 20% larger, and the e-folding time is
much larger than in the control case: T = 65.9 d and t e =
334.1 d. The precipitation structure of these modes are
shown in Figure 4. Neglecting u0 or u1 only marginally
modifies the structure of the mode: fP increases with
latitude in a similar way as in the control case (Figure 4b)
and the monsoonal maximum of AP is clearly visible
(Figure 4a). The equatorial maximum of AP is smoother
in Case Nou0 and larger in Case Nou1. In Case Nou0, the
phase reversal around 25°N has a different sign than in the
other cases, and the phase north of this latitude is therefore
larger than in the other cases by 2p. These small differences
in structure result from modifications in the budget of zonal
barotropic momentum. The impact of neglecting the mean
zonal shear u1 on the stability and period of the oscillation
suggests that the ‘‘vertical shear mechanism’’ described by
Jiang et al. [2004] is at play in our model. This mechanism
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mean fields are set to their control values. This case is noted
NovbexVs. This base state is linearly unstable, with its one
unstable mode characterized by an e-folding time of 94.5 d
and a period of 58 d. The structure of this mode is shown in
Figure 4. AP and fP are almost identical to their counterparts in the control case. The advective contributions of the
control mean ABL flow only accelerate the growth of the
unstable mode. In the TCZs, the divergent component of
this flow propagates the anomalies of humidity from the
ABL to the free troposphere, where they have a stronger
impact on the CAPE. This mechanism favors the enhancement of convection over positive anomalies of ABL moisture and constitutes a positive feedback that accounts for
most of the destabilizing effect of advection by the mean
ABL flow.
[38] In summary, in our model, the only elements of the
control base state that are necessary to generate its instability and the main characteristics of the intraseasonal mode in
the northern tropics are the mean baroclinic meridional flow
and the effect of the mean surface wind on the surface heat
fluxes. On the other hand, the advection associated with the
mean ABL flow has a modest impact on the unstable mode,
increasing its instability, and the mean barotropic flow in the
free troposphere is unimportant. The mean baroclinic zonal
flow significantly strengthens the instability and accelerates

Figure 4. Precipitation amplitude and phase of the
unstable mode in the control case (thick line) and for Case
FlatqT (solid), Case Nou0 (dash-dotted), Case Nou1
(dashed), and Case NovbexVs (dotted). Positive phase
difference indicates a lag.
increases the instability of the base flow and accelerates the
northward propagation.
[37] In our model, the mean ABL flow contributes to the
advection terms and the wind-induced surface heat fluxes.
The latter were shown to be vital to the instability of the
mean flow in our model (BS). To investigate the role of the
former, we perform another experiment, with the mean ABL
flow set to zero except in the expression of surface fluxes
where it is set to those in the control value: V2s = G2 + v°b2
and vb vb0 = v°b vb0 (in equations (22) and (23)). The other
Table 2. Stability of the Modified Base State and Characteristics
of the Unstable Mode, If Anya
Run

Stability

T (days)

t e (days)

Ctrl
FlatqT
Nou0
Nou1
Nov1
Noub
Novb
NovbexVs
v1&vbinVs

unstable
unstable
unstable
unstable
stable
stable
stable
unstable
unstable

55.2
54.9
58.3
65.9
/
/
/
58.0
62.1

54.3
28.3
47.3
334.1
/
/
/
94.5
57.5

a

Slashes mean ‘‘not applicable.’’

Figure 5. Precipitation amplitude and phase of the
unstable mode in the control case (thick line), for Case
v1&vbinVs (dashed) and in the control case of the strippeddown model (dash-dotted).
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the northward propagation. We now investigate whether the
mean baroclinic meridional flow and the effect of the mean
surface wind on the surface fluxes are sufficient to obtain an
unstable mode. We perform another computation where we
set the thermodynamic fields to the flat values used in Case
FlatqT and we set to zero all the components of the base
flow except the meridional baroclinic wind and the ABL
flow in the computation of surface fluxes, both of which are
set to the control values. In this case (noted v1&vb inVs), the
base state has one unstable mode. This mode has a period of
62.1 d and an e-folding time of 57.5 d; its structure in
precipitation is shown in Figure 5. This mode is similar to
the one obtained in the control case, with a slightly longer
period of about two months and with one near-equatorial
AP maximum and another AP maximum in the monsoonal
TCZ. The differences in the structure seem to result from a
linear addition of the differences obtained in the previous
sensitivity experiments: an additional maximum of amplitude appears in the Southern Hemisphere, like in Case
FlatqT. The northward shift of the equatorial maximum of
AP and the southward shift of the monsoonal maximum
result from neglecting of u0 and u1. The gain in instability
resulting from neglecting the mean thermodynamic gradients compensates for the stabilization due to removing
u1 and vb.
[39] The main characteristics of the intraseasonal oscillation in our model (the double maximum of precipitation
amplitude north of 10°S and the northward propagation)
appear to be primarily controlled by the combination of the
advection by the mean baroclinic meridional wind and the
effect of the mean surface flow on the surface fluxes. We use
these properties to simplify the model in the next section.

4. Stripped-Down Model
4.1. Model Description and Basic Results
[40] In this very simple linear model, we neglect all the
mean thermodynamic gradients and the mean flow except
for the mean baroclinic meridional wind and the effect of
the zonal ABL flow on the surface fluxes. We make the
following further simplifications:
[41] 1. Sensitivity studies (not shown) suggest that the
tropical average value of v1 is the determinant factor feature
of v°1. In particular, the unstable mode appears insensitive to
the vertical motion associated with the mean baroclinic
divergence @ yv1. The meridional mean flow is thus set to
a constant, the median value of the control case: v1 = V 1 =
8 ms1 [corresponding to v(850 mb) = 2 ms1 and
v(200 mb) = 2.5 ms1].
[42] 2. Other sensitivity studies (not shown) show that the
unstable mode is not very sensitive to the intensity and
latitudinal structure of the trade winds in the Southern
Hemisphere. The surface mean zonal flow is thus idealized
by a Gaussian function that represents only the mean
westerlies in the northern tropics:
ub ¼ Us exp 

y  yu
su

2

!
ð26Þ

with Us = 4 ms1, yu = 1000 km and su = 500 km in the
control case. This wind is taken into account in the
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computation of the surface fluxes only, as in Case
NovbexVs.
[43] 3. The anomalies of CAPE associated with surface
moisture and dry static energy anomalies are small in all the
cases described in the previous sections. We thus neglect
these anomalies qb0 and sb0 , so the equations for vertically
integrated energy and humidity become:


ha1 i@t T10 þ r v00 ðhsi  srb  sb Þ þ ha1 V1 iv1 rT10


g
þ M s1 r v01 ¼ H 0 þ hQ0c i þ mhQ0c ib þ hQ0R i
pF
þ ha1 ikq r2 T10 ;

ð27Þ

and


hb1 i@t q01 þ r v00 ðhqi  qrb  qb Þ þ hb1 V1 iv1 rq01


g
 M q1 r v01 ¼ E 0 þ hQ0q i þ mhQ0q ib þ hb1 ikq r2 q01 ;
pF
ð28Þ

Here, we have included the previous simplifications and
used hQR0 ib = 0.
[44] This last simplification at first seems somewhat at
odds with experiment Tqb in BS. In that experiment, the
perturbation ABL humidity was tied to the free-tropospheric
perturbation (qb0 / q10 ) and the base state was stable. We
concluded that the second degree of freedom in the vertical
structure of humidity was necessary to the instability. Here,
we actually suppress variations in ABL moisture, and the
base state remains unstable. We interpret these two results
as indicating that the second degree of freedom in the
vertical structure of the humidity is important in that it
allows variations of q1 independently of qb, but that the
variations of qb itself are not crucial.
[45] In this control configuration (Case Ctrl), the instability is enhanced: t e = 20.9 d and the unstable mode has a
period of 65.4 d. Figure 5 shows the structure of the mode.
This case is very similar to Case v1&vbinVs of the previous
section, except for the shorter e-folding time. This shows
that the simplifications of the stripped-down model do not
significantly alter the structure of the oscillation. The
increased instability is explained by the modification of
the hydrological cycle: by neglecting the ABL humidity
anomalies, all humidity anomalies are concentrated in the
free troposphere. Since the CAPE E is more sensitive to the
free-tropospheric humidity than to the ABL humidity, this
enhances the variations of E 0 and reinforces the moistureconvergence feedback on convection.
[46] The double maximum of precipitation amplitude
(over the equator and the northern tropics) and the northward propagation of the anomaly can therefore be
accounted for by two simple elements of the base state: a
constant mean baroclinic meridional wind and wind-induced surface fluxes associated with westerlies in the
northern tropics. Setting either Us or V 1 to zero stabilizes
the base state.
4.2. Respective Roles of V 1 and Us
[47] In order to distinguish between the role of the surface
wind and that of the meridional baroclinic flow, one would
like to set Us and/or V 1 to zero and study the changes in the
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Figure 6. Precipitation amplitude and phase of the
unstable mode for Case NoV 1Us (solid), for Case NoV 1
(dash-dotted), for Case NoUs (dashed), and in the control
case Ctrl’ (dotted).
mode that is unstable in the control case. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to do this while keeping the model parameters
fixed. The formerly unstable mode, when stabilized by the
removal of V 1 or Us, does not turn into the least stable mode
of the modified system, because other weakly stable modes
are not sensitive to Us nor V 1. These other modes become
the least stable modes when Us or V 1 is set to zero. The
unstable mode of the control case is then impossible to
distinguish among the 2802 stable eigenmodes of the
Jacobian matrix.
[48] Therefore, to study the respective roles of Us and V 1,
we use the model sensitivity to its parameters in order to
increase the instability so that the base state of the strippeddown model is unstable even when Us and/or V 1 are set to
zero. We use the sensitivity study to the model’s parameters
(see Appendix A) to choose modified radiative and convective timescales: t c = 0.15 d and t R = 30 d. With these
modified parameters (Case Ctrl0) and the same values of Us
and V 1 as used previously, the unstable mode has a period
of 85 d and an e-folding time of 11.9 d. Figure 6 shows the
structure of the mode. Despite the longer period, the
unstable mode is similar to Case Ctrl, featuring two maxima
of amplitude and northward propagation.
[49] We perform three sensitivity computations: one with
no surface westerlies (Case NoUs), one with no baroclinic
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base flow (Case NoV 1) and one with both v1 and ub set to
zero (Case NoV 1 Us). All three cases are unstable thanks to
the choice of radiative and convective timescales. The
properties of the unstable modes are displayed in Table 3.
The structures of these modes are shown in Figure 6.
[50] In Case NoV 1 Us, the unstable mode features three
maxima of precipitation amplitude, one equatorial maximum and two off-equatorial symmetric maxima. The distance between these maxima and the equator is about one
equatorial radius of deformation. The phase reversal between the equatorial maximum and the off-equatorial maxima shows that this mode is an oscillation between a single
and a double Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ;
we consider them as two particular types of TCZs). The
e-folding time and period of this mode are twice as long as
those in the control case Ctrl0. Case NoV 1 is similar to Case
NoV 1 Us; the main difference between these two cases is the
amplitude of the northernmost maximum of precipitation,
which is significantly larger than those of the two other
maxima. Case NoUs is similar to the control case in terms of
the northward propagation and the period in the intraseasonal range (with a somewhat shorter period than in the
control case). This implies that the mean meridional baroclinic flow is the main factor that sets the direction of the
propagation and its period. The e-folding time is much
longer in Case NoUs than in the Case Ctrl0. This shows that
the wind-induced surface fluxes are a major contributor to
the instability of the base flow, a result in keeping with that
of the previous section and of experiment NoW in BS.
[51] In terms of latitudinal modulation of the precipitation
amplitude, it appears that the three-maximum structure is
intrinsic to the model regardless of the mean flow. The
spatial scale of the northward propagation is therefore
primarily set by the equatorial radius of deformation.
Nevertheless, the magnitudes and exact location of the
maxima are modulated by the mean flow. In Case NoUs,
the precipitation amplitude is larger in the southern tropics,
while it is larger in the northern tropics in the Case Ctrl’ as
well as in Case NoV 1. The mean meridional baroclinic wind
tends to concentrate the oscillation in the Southern Hemisphere while the wind-induced surface fluxes favor the
Northern Hemisphere. Case Ctrl0 suggests that the latter
effect is dominant.

5. Mechanisms of Instability and Propagation
[52] We perform an additional experiment in which we
neglect the mean free-tropospheric advection of anomalous
dry static energy and humidity in the stripped-down model
(v1 = 0 in equations (27) and (28)). The base state is
unstable in this case too, and the mode is very similar to
Case Ctrl north of 10°S. This result shows that the mechanisms that cause the instability of the mean flow and the
Table 3. Period and e-Folding Time of the Stripped-Down Model
Run

T (days)

t e (days)

Ctrl
Ctrl’
NoUs
NoV 1
NoV 1Us

65.4
85.0
60.1
134.
161.

20.9
11.9
45.9
17.7
19.2
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intraseasonal oscillation in our model are essentially dynamical. In particular, it shows that ‘‘moisture-convection
feedback mechanism’’ described by Jiang et al. [2004] is
not active in our model.
[53] To study the mechanisms of the stripped-down
model, it is useful to recognize that in this model divergence
tendencies of the barotropic and baroclinic modes are quite
simple. By differentiating equations (16) and (9) with
respect to latitude and taking into account the defining
properties of this model given in section 4.1, one finds:

D07108

ð35Þ

oscillation is represented in Figure 7. Let us consider a TCZ
over the equator. A Hadley-type circulation develops in the
tropical atmosphere, with westerlies in the free troposphere
and easterlies in the boundary layer (Figure 7a). Further
away from the equatorial forcing, the zonal winds u00, u10 ,
and u0b decrease to zero and the Coriolis accelerations for
both barotropic and baroclinic meridional winds (~
m f(u00 
0
0
ub) and fu1) have minima in the northern tropics and
maxima in the southern tropics (Figure 7b). Following
equations (34) and (35), their contributions to the tendencies
of the barotropic and baroclinic divergence damp the
divergence at the equator and create divergence away from
the equator (Figure 7c). This dynamically induced divergence drives convection away from the equator (Figure 7d).
[56] Conversely, a double ITCZ situation creates a cyclonic circulation in each hemisphere with westerlies in the
ABL and easterlies in the free troposphere equatorward of
both convergence zones. This configuration is opposite to
the one represented in Figures 7a and 7b and the meridional
gradients of the Coriolis accelerations, dominated by the
vorticity effect fz 0i away from the equator (z 0i = @ yu0i) and
by the beta effect bu0i near the equator, damp barotropic
and baroclinic divergence away from the equator while
creating divergence at the equator. This damps the double
ITCZ and drives convection at the equator. This Coriolisdriven symmetric mechanism gives rise to a 161-d oscillation; compared to the intraseasonal timescales, it is a slow
mechanism.
[57] The fundamental result of this experiment is that the
three-maximum structure of the precipitation exists in the
absence of basic flow. Although the basic flow does alter
the latitudinal modulation of the precipitation amplitude, the
spatial scale of the propagation seems to be set primarily by
this three-maximum structure, with off-equatorial maxima
at about one equatorial radius of deformation from the
equator.
[58] The amplitude of variability in precipitation is modified by the mean meridional baroclinic flow. In Case NoUs,
the precipitation amplitude is larger in the Southern Hemisphere, and although intricate feedbacks intervene in the
latitudinal modulation of amplitude in this case, the primary
influence of V 1 arises from the modification of the mechanism described above. If we introduce a negative mean
meridional wind V 1 < 0, the profiles of the zonal winds in
Figure 7b are shifted southward by the mean advection of
anomalous momentum (i.e., by the advective terms in
equations (31) and (32)). As a result, the Coriolis acceleration is more efficient in the Southern Hemisphere, and the
amplitude of the precipitation is larger in the southern
tropics than in the northern tropics. This influence is offset
by the impact of the Northern Hemisphere surface westerlies in the control case of the stripped-down model.

Convection warms the free troposphere. The term in the
Laplacian of T10 therefore tends to enhance both the
barotropic and baroclinic divergences at the latitude of
maximum convection. These terms can be thought of as the
agents in the momentum budgets by which the close
instantaneous association between heating and divergence is
generated. On the contrary, the gradient of the Coriolis
acceleration drives the oscillation. The mechanism of this

5.2. Fast Mechanism of Propagation: Advection of
Vorticity
[59] In the presence of a mean meridional wind (Cases
Ctrl0 and NoUs), the oscillation is faster, in the intraseasonal
range, and the precipitation anomalies clearly propagate
northward throughout the tropics (Figure 6). This results
from a fast mechanism that reinforces the slow mechanism
described in the previous section, and creates a continuity in
the pattern of precipitation anomalies. Here, we analyze this

 

V1e
~ @y f u00  u0b
V 1 @y D00 þ m
2
~
m
2 0
¼ ~
mhaþ
b D00 þ kv @y2 D00
1 ik @y T1 
m

@t D00 þ 2~
mhV12 iV 1 @y D01 

ð29Þ

and


3
3hV13 i
@t D01 þ V 1 @y D00 þ
V 1 @y D01 þ @y fu01
2
2hV12 i
¼ k@y2 T10  1 D01 þ kv r2 D01 ;

ð30Þ

where D00 = @ yv00 is the barotropic divergence (i.e.,
divergence in the free troposphere and convergence in the
boundary layer) and D10 = @ yv10 is the baroclinic divergence
(i.e., divergence in the upper troposphere end convergence
in the lower free troposphere).
[54] The equations for zonal velocities are also very
simple in this version of the model:
@t u00 ¼ hV12 iV 1 @y u01 þ fv00 þ kv @y2 u00 ;

@t u01 ¼ V 1 @y u00 

hV13 i
V 1 @y u01 þ fv01  1 u01 þ kv @y2 u01 ;
hV12 i

and @t u0b ¼ fv0b  b u0b þ kv @y2 u0b :

ð31Þ

ð32Þ

ð33Þ

5.1. Slow Mechanism of Oscillation: Coriolis
Acceleration
[55] In Cases NoV 1Us and NoV 1, in the absence of mean
meridional baroclinic wind, the divergences are controlled
by the deviations from geostrophic balance:
  


2 0
@t D00  ~
m @y f u00  u0b þ haþ
ik
@
T
1
y 1


and @t D01  @y fu01  k@y2 T10 :

ð34Þ
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maximum of precipitation, and is a response to the temperature forcing (not shown). This structure is very similar to
the composites of observations and reanalysis [Jiang et al.,
2004; Goswami, 2005] and shows that the barotropic
divergence is responsible for the northward propagation of
precipitation anomalies.
[61] The maximum of barotropic vorticity generates the
maximum in barotropic divergence by Coriolis acceleration,
in a process similar to Ekman pumping, as can be seen from
equation (34). Away from the equator, the gradient of
Coriolis acceleration @ y[f (u00  u0b)] is dominated by
f@ yu00 = fz 00 (1) because surface friction keeps the ABL
velocity and vorticity small and (2) because f varies on
planetary scales while u00 varies on regional scales, so that
the b term bu00 is one order of magnitude smaller than fz 00.
Therefore, if a maximum of z 00 is located north of the
convection maximum, the contribution of the Coriolis
acceleration to the tendency of D00 creates a maximum of
D00 north of the convection center.
[62] The existence of a maximum of z 00 north of the
maximum of precipitation is due to advection of baroclinic
vorticity by the mean meridional baroclinic flow. Indeed, if
we neglect the b term away from the equator, the equation
for the anomalous barotropic vorticity z 00 can be derived
from equation (31) as follows:
@t z 00  hV12 iV 1 @y z 01  f D00

Figure 7. Mechanism of the oscillation in Case NoV 1 Us:
(a) convection at the equator creates a Hadley-like
anomalous circulation that is (b) characterized by upper
tropospheric westerlies and low-level easterlies. (c) Via
Coriolis acceleration, these anomalous zonal wind create
barotropic and baroclinic divergence away from the equator
while destroying divergence at the equator. (d) This
divergence pattern triggers convection away from the
equator and damps equatorial convection.
fast mechanism in the control case of the stripped-down
model.
[60] The model’s oscillations feature the same dynamical
structure as the nonlinear oscillations described in BS. A
maximum of barotropic divergence leads the maximum of
precipitation by about 3 degrees of latitude and this divergence maximum slightly lags a maximum of barotropic
vorticity. The maximum in baroclinic divergence lags the

ð36Þ

where z 01 = @ yu01 is the anomalous baroclinic vorticity. The
term responsible for the vertical shear mechanism [Jiang et
al., 2004] is absent from (36), not because it is small in the
control calculations with the full model (it is not) but
because we have intentionally removed it from the strippeddown model by setting u1 to zero. The second term in
equation (36) tends to create a minimum of barotropic
vorticity colocated with the maximum of barotropic
divergence and is therefore a damping term. The first term
is the mean baroclinic advection of the anomalous
baroclinic vorticity; it can account for the maximum of z 00
north of the maximum of D00.
[63] Figure 8 illustrates the mechanism by which the entire
structure, with its baroclinic and barotropic components,
propagates northward. Consider an off-equatorial maximum
of precipitation in the northern tropics, with the associated
cyclonic circulation (Figure 8a). This circulation implies a
maximum of the gradient of z 01 north of the maximum of
precipitation and minimum south of it (Figure 8b). Considering a southward baroclinic mean wind V 1 < 0, the mean
baroclinic advection of z 01 creates (resp. destroys) barotropic
vorticity north (resp. south) of the maximum of precipitation
(Figure 8c). This results in a maximum of z 00 north of the
maximum of precipitation (Figure 8d) that in turn creates
barotropic divergence and causes the northward propagation
of the precipitation maximum. This mechanism clearly
shows the predominant role of the mean baroclinic wind in
the northward propagation.
[64] Since the rotation of the Earth is involved in both the
establishment of a cyclonic circulation around the precipitation maximum and the contribution of the vorticity to the
divergence tendency, the mechanism of propagation is the
same in the Southern Hemisphere, except that a minimum
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[Wang et al., 2006]. At the equator, the Coriolis parameter
is zero. The tendency of the barotropic divergence can thus
be approximated by:
h 
i

2 0
@t D00  ~
m b u00  u0b þ haþ
1 ik @y T1

ð37Þ

As noted before, the last term of this equation tends to
reinforce the current situation (divergence or convergence).
Because u0b is only driven by horizontal diffusion at the
equator (see equation (33)), the term in u0b is small and the
time evolution of D00 is driven by the term in u00.
[66] At the equator, the tendency of the u00 can be
approximated by the mean advection of anomalous zonal
momentum:
@t u00  hV12 iV 1 @y u01 ;

ð38Þ

[67] Figure 9 shows how this advection is responsible for
the reinitiation of convection at the equator. We now
consider a maximum of precipitation around 20°N, with
the associated cyclonic circulation (Figure 9a). This circulation implies a minimum of u01 in the northern tropics,
south of the maximum of precipitation, and therefore a
negative gradient of u01 south of this minimum. Considering
that, in the control case, the amplitude of the oscillation is
larger in the northern tropics than in the southern tropics, the
region of negative gradient of u01 extends into the equatorial
zone (Figure 9b). According to equation (38), with V 1 < 0,
the advection of u01 creates barotropic easterlies above the
equator (Figure 9c) that in turn create barotropic divergence
and convection in the equatorial zone (Figure 9d).
[68] Note that the fast mechanisms for both propagation
and reinitiation are acting on the divergence D00 through the
gradient of Coriolis acceleration as does the slow mechanism in Case NoV 1 Us. The fast and slow mechanisms thus
interact constructively.

Figure 8. Mechanism
of
northward
propagation:
(a) convection in the northern tropics creates an anomalous
cyclonic circulation characterized by baroclinic easterlies
south of the convection center and baroclinic westerlies
north of it. (b) This zonal wind pattern corresponds to a
positive (negative) gradient of baroclinic vorticity north
(south) of the convection. (c) Advection of baroclinic
vorticity by the basic-state baroclinic wind creates barotropic
vorticity north of the convection center (d) that in turn
creates barotropic divergence via Coriolis acceleration and
cause a northward shift of the convection.

5.4. Influence of the Wind-Induced Surface Fluxes
[69] In section 3, as well as in BS, the wind-induced
surface fluxes appear crucial to the instability. On the other
hand, the cases NoUs and NoV 1Us show that instability can
be obtained without the surface flux feedback if model
parameters are varied in the right way (e.g., decreasing t c).
The wind-induced surface fluxes are therefore only one of
the contributors to the instability, although an important
one, and essential in our control case. Because the precipitation is proportional to the CAPE E 0, we can study the time
evolution of E 0 to understand the role of the surface fluxes.
Using equation (20), the tendency of E 0 can be written as the
weighted sum of the budgets of humidity and energy of the
ABL and free troposphere. This can be formulated as
follows:

of barotropic vorticity, rather than a maximum, is located
north of the maximum of precipitation.

@t E 0 ¼ AdvE þ ConvE þ SHFE þ RadE þ DiffE ;

5.3. Fast Mechanism of Reinitiation: Advection of
Zonal Momentum
[65] In the control case, an additional mechanism explains
the fast reinitiation of convection at the equator when the
propagating TCZ reaches 20– 25°N. This reinitiation is due
to equatorial ABL convergence as in the observations

where AdvE is the resulting effect on E 0 of the advective
tendencies of sb, qb, q1, and T1. ConvE, RadE , DiffE , and SHFE
are, respectively, the contributions of convective, radiative,
diffusive processes and surface fluxes on the time evolution
of E 0. Advection and convection are the main contributions
to the tendency of E 0. The convection acts to reduce E: it
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through their sum h0b, the contribution of surface fluxes is
proportional to the total surface heat flux:
SHFE ¼ E b ðE 0 þ H 0 Þ;

Figure 9. Mechanism of equatorial reinitiation: (a) convection away from the equator creates a cyclonic circulation
characterized by baroclinic easterlies south of the convection. (b) When the center of convection is sufficiently far
north, these easterlies have a maximum in the northern
tropics, and (c) advection of baroclinic momentum by the
basic-state baroclinic wind creates barotropic easterlies over
the equator (d) that in turn create barotropic divergence via
b Coriolis acceleration and reinitiate convection at the
equator.

can be shown from equations (18) – (20) that ConvE = cE 0.
ConvE is therefore anticorrelated with E 0 and convection
reduces the instability of the base flow. In the previous
sections, we showed that low-level convergence is instrumental in destabilizing the atmosphere to cause the propagation or reinitiation of convection: the advection AdvE is
therefore an important contributor to the instability of the
base flow and the northward propagation. SHFE is the third
largest source of E 0; because E 0 depends on qb0 and sb0 only

ð40Þ

Figure 3b shows the oscillatory component of the total
surface fluxes superimposed on the precipitation, which is
equivalent to superimposing SHFE on E 0. Surface flux
maxima, driven by the wind perturbations, appear south of
the precipitation maxima, with a large overlap between areas
of positive P0 and those of positive surface flux anomalies.
[70] Energetically, the instability of the mode requires that
temperature and heating be positively correlated. In this
mode, heating is dominated by the latent heat release by
condensation, thus instability requires that temperature and
precipitation be positively correlated. The temperature
anomaly in the computed mode, as in observations of
northward propagating monsoon rainbands (but unlike in
convectively coupled gravity or Kelvin waves), slightly lags
the precipitation anomaly. Since the surface flux anomalies
also lag precipitation, they will tend, by drawing the
precipitation anomalies toward lower latitude at a given
time (or toward later time, at a fixed latitude), to increase the
correlation between precipitation and temperature, thus
enhancing the instability.
[71] As noted above, the surface flux maxima are located
south of the precipitation maxima in Figure 3b. The surface
fluxes are thus expected to oppose or to slow down the
northward propagation. Indeed, the results of the strippeddown model show that the period of the unstable mode is
shorter in Case NoUs (without surface westerlies) than in
the control case Ctrl0. If we consider an off-equatorial
maximum of convection such as in Figure 8a, the cyclonic
circulation around it creates anomalous surface westerlies
(respectively easterlies) south (resp. north) of the convection. These anomalous winds interact constructively with
the background westerlies south of the convection maximum to increase the surface fluxes there.
[72] The wind-induced surface fluxes also modulate the
amplitude of precipitation. In Case NoV 1, this amplitude is
larger in the northern tropics than near the equator and in
the Southern Hemisphere, while the amplitudes are equal
in Case NoV 1Us. The mechanism of this modulation is
quite straightforward. If we consider a double ITCZ
configuration in the presence of mean surface westerlies
in the northern tropics, the surface fluxes are increased by
the perturbation surface westerlies underneath and south of
the northern TCZ. This reinforces the precipitation in the
northern TCZ. Conversely, when there is a single equatorial ITCZ and the anomaly of precipitation is negative in
the northern TCZ, the surface fluxes are decreased by the
perturbation surface easterlies in the Northern Hemisphere.
As a result, the amplitude of the oscillation is increased by
the surface fluxes in the northern TCZ. On the other hand,
mean trade winds, either in the northern or southern
tropics, would reduce the amplitude of the TCZ oscillation
there.
5.5. Vertical Shear of Zonal Versus Meridional Wind
[73] To evaluate whether the ‘‘vertical shear mechanism’’
can be an alternative mechanism for northward propagation
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cause of oscillations as postulated in the ‘‘vertical shear
mechanism.’’

6. Summary and Discussion

Figure 10. Precipitation amplitude and phase of the
unstable mode for the stripped-down model in the
configuration used by Jiang et al. [2004].

in our model, we perform a last experiment with our
stripped-down model in the configuration used by Jiang
et al.’s [2004] theoretical analysis. In this configuration,
there is no gradient of humidity nor temperature and no
mean flow except for a constant zonal baroclinic flow, that
we set to u1 = 16 ms1. We also use the modified
parameters (t c = 0.15 d, t R = 30 d). This experiment is
identical to Case NoUs, except that the meridional baroclinic basic flow is replaced by a zonal baroclinic basic
flow. In this configuration, our model does have a linearly
unstable mode with a period of 67.2 d and an e-folding
time of 90.8 d. The structure of this mode is displayed in
Figure 10; it is very similar to that of the no-mean-flow
unstable mode. Again, u1 appears as a contributor to
instability. Moreover, u1 appears to halve the period of
the oscillation between single and double ITCZ that is
present in the no-mean-flow case, and this shows that the
‘‘vertical shear mechanism’’ can contribute to the slow
mechanism of oscillation. But it does not produce a
northward propagation by itself in our model, while the
meridional baroclinic basic flow does cause northward
propagation in Case NoUs. In our model, the anomalous
vertical advection of the mean zonal shear appears to
complement other processes and to accelerate the resulting
oscillation or propagation rather than to be the principal

[74] We used the linear QTCM2 in an aquaplanet,
axisymmetric, b-plane configuration to study the properties
of the simulated intraseasonal oscillation. We studied the
sensitivity of the unstable mode to the different components of the basic state in order to understand the key
elements responsible for the northward propagation. Our
main results are:
[75] 1. The instability of the seasonal monsoon flow is
controlled by a combination of factors. The leading ones are
the wind-induced surface heat fluxes and the mean meridional flow v1. Both these effects depend on the base state
flow. The baroclinic mean zonal wind u1 also has a strong
destabilizing effect, and the advective contribution of the
ABL flow vb has a moderate destabilizing effect. By
suppressing the oscillation in the Southern Hemisphere,
the mean thermodynamic gradients of temperature and
humidity have a strong stabilizing impact.
[76] 2. The frequency of the unstable mode is controlled
by the mean meridional flow v1, and increases with jv1j. The
direction of propagation is also controlled by the mean
meridional baroclinic wind v1. The existence of mean
monsoonal upper tropospheric northerlies and lower tropospheric southerlies in the tropics (v1 < 0) causes northward
propagation. This occurs via the mean baroclinic advection
in the budget of zonal barotropic momentum. This advection controls the mechanisms of both propagation and
reinitiation. By slowing down the northward propagation
via wind-induced surface fluxes, the surface mean westerlies modulate the period. Mechanisms associated with the
baroclinic mean zonal wind u1, such as the ‘‘vertical shear
mechanism’’ [Jiang et al., 2004], accelerate the northward
propagation.
[77] 3. The latitudinal modulation of amplitude results
from the alteration by the mean flow of a three-maximum
structure intrinsic to the system regardless of the mean flow.
This no-mean-flow structure seems to primarily set the
spatial scale of the propagation with a precipitation maximum at about one equatorial radius of deformation from the
equator. Negative v1 tends to favor the oscillation in the
Southern Hemisphere while the surface mean westerlies
tend to enhance it in the Northern Hemisphere. The latter
effect is dominant, but the main factor that confines the
oscillation to the northern tropics is that the mean thermodynamic environment is unfavorable for convection in the
Southern Hemisphere.
[78] These properties result from the mechanisms of
northward propagation and reinitiation at the equator. The
mean meridional flow v1 intervenes in both mechanisms.
The propagation mechanism explains the creation of a
maximum of barotropic vorticity north of the convection
center by mean baroclinic advection of the baroclinic
vorticity z10 associated with the cyclonic circulation around
the convection center. This barotropic vorticity in turn
creates the barotropic divergence (i.e., ABL convergence)
that leads convection. The equatorial reinitiation mechanism
explains the resurgence of convection over the equator by
the creation of barotropic divergence via the b effect
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associated with barotropic easterlies u00. This negative u00
results from the mean baroclinic advection of baroclinic
momentum u10 that in turn results from the cyclonic circulation due to the convection maximum around 20°N.
[79] The propagation mechanism found here differs from
that proposed in previous studies [Jiang et al., 2004;
Drbohlav and Wang, 2005; Wang et al., 2006]. In these
studies, the ‘‘vertical shear mechanism’’ proposed to explain
the vorticity pattern relies on the gradient of vertical
advection of the mean easterly vertical shear u1. This term
is of the same order of magnitude as the mean advection of
anomalous baroclinic vorticity in the barotropic vorticity
budget of the full nonlinear model used in BS (not shown).
u1 also has a strong impact on the stability of the base flow
and modulates the period by about 20%. Thus, the vertical
shear mechanism is active in our model, although it does not
appear to be the dominant mechanism because (1) most of
the properties of the oscillation are conserved when u1 is set
to zero as in experiment Nou1 (see section 3) and (2) u1
alone does not cause northward propagation in the strippeddown model (see section 5.5).
[80] Diverse aspects of the 30- to 60-d mode have not
been investigated here. Future work will investigate the
role of the coupling with the oceanic (and continental)
surface that have been shown to modulate the propagation
[Sengupta et al., 2001; Fu and Wang, 2004]. Investigating
the longitude-dependent effects that have a significant
impact on the reinitiation and development of the northward propagating TCZ [Jiang and Li, 2005; Wang et al.,
2006] or on the tropics-extratropics interaction [Lin et al.,
2000] are ongoing challenges, although it is beyond the
reach of our current framework.

Appendix A:

Sensitivity to the Main Parameters

A1. Sensitivity to the Convective and Radiative
Timescales
[81] The convective and radiative timescales control the
response of the thermodynamic variables to adiabatic processes. They are therefore expected to have an important

Figure A1. Sensitivity of the period (solid) and e-folding
time (dashed) to the convective timescale t c. The circle
indicates the control case.

D07108

Figure A2. Precipitation amplitude and phase of the
unstable mode in the control case (thick line), for tc =
0.4 d (dotted), for tc = 0.1 d (dashed) and one of the
unstable modes for K = 0.15 (solid).

impact on the behavior of the model. We use the results of
this sensitivity study to modify the parameters of the model
in section 4.
[82] Figure A1 shows that the e-folding time (i.e., the
inverse of the growth rate) of the unstable mode increases
with the convective timescale t c, and the base state becomes
stable for tc > 0.4 d. This sensitivity is common to models
of the QTCM family and others using Betts-Miller closures,
for which decreasing t c increases the instability in a variety
of contexts [Emanuel, 1993; Sobel and Gildor, 2003; Sobel
et al., 2004]. The period of the mode decreases with t c, but
it stays in a limited range of intraseasonal values between 55
and 75 d (Figure A1).
[83] Figure A2 shows the amplitude and phase of the
unstable mode for tc = 0.1, 0.3 and 0.4 d. The structure of
the mode changes little when t c is increased from the
control value (see dotted line in Figure A2). On the other
hand, this structure is significantly modified when t c is
decreased: the equatorial maximum of precipitation amplitude is damped, the third maximum around 10°N amplifies,
and the monsoonal maximum of amplitude is more concentrated (Figure A2a). For small t c, the propagation also
seems to be concentrated around the monsoonal maximum
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Figure A3. Sensitivity of the (a) period and (b) e-folding time to the intensity of the diffusion K. The
dashed and dash-dotted lines show the additional modes that appear for low diffusion. The circle
indicates the control case.

of precipitation amplitude: the phase changes slowly from
the equator to 15°N, and faster north of this latitude. Also,
the phase reversal that characterizes the northward extremity of the TCZ’s propagation occurs further south at low t c
than in the control case (Figure A2b).
[84] The unstable mode is not very sensitive to changes in
the radiative timescale t R. The period of the mode exhibits
almost no sensitivity to t R. The e-folding time is slightly
more sensitive than the period and it decreases with t R.
Within the range of interest, the structure of the mode is
very similar to that of the control case; the small differences
follow the same relationship between structure and e-folding
time as in the case of changes in the convective timescale t c
(not shown).
A2. Sensitivity to the Surface Friction and Diffusion
[85] Earlier work leads us to suspect that the parameters
controlling the surface friction and the diffusion will influence the scale selection of the unstable mode [Jiang et al.,
2004; Bellon and Srinivasan, 2006].
[86] We first study the sensitivity of the mode to the
diffusion. To do so, we multiply both diffusion parameters
kv and kq by a factor K that is varied systematically.
Figure A3 shows the sensitivity of the period and e-folding
time to K. The sensitivity to K is similar to the sensitivity to
t c. The period decreases with K, but the dependence is weak
near K = 1. The e-folding time increases with K, consistent
with the dissipative nature of the diffusive terms. Decreasing the diffusion favors intense, localized, self-enhancing
disturbances that tend to propagate slowly. The structure of
the mode follows the same relationship with the e-folding
time as the one described for the sensitivity to t c: for small
K, the equatorial maximum of precipitation amplitude is
smaller, and a double, concentrated maximum appears
between 10 and 20°N. Figure A2 shows an extreme case
for K = 0.15, where the equatorial maximum almost
disappears and the northward propagation is concentrated
over two localized maxima between 10 and 20°N. When
decreasing K below 0.2, one and then two additional intraseasonal modes appear, with similar structure to the first one
and periods in the 30- to 50-d range. For K < 0.1, some

synoptic unstable modes also appear. These latter may or
may not have any relevance to the real atmosphere. We do
not discuss them further here, as our interest is in intraseasonal timescales.
[87] Figure A4 shows the sensitivity of the period and
e-folding time to the surface friction timescale 1
b . The base
state is most unstable for 1
b of about 1 d. Some insight into
this can be gained by considering the ABL momentum
budgets. At first order, the budget of zonal momentum in
the ABL expresses a quasi-balance between the friction and
the Coriolis force. The zonal wind can thus be approximated
by ub  fvb/b. In the meridional momentum budget, the
Coriolis acceleration can thus be approximated by an offequatorial damping term f 2vb/b that increases with 1
b .
This damping and the surface friction bvb are the two
terms that depend on b in the meridional momentum
budget. For large b, the surface friction opposes any
boundary layer flow, and therefore stabilizes the flow. For
small b, the Coriolis term limits the instability of the base
flow. If we consider the ABL flow to be in quasi-equilibrium

Figure A4. Sensitivity of the period (solid) and e-folding
time (dashed) to the surface friction timescale 2b1. The
circle indicates the control case.
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with the pressure forcing, the approximate meridional
momentum equation is:


f2
vb ¼ @y fs :
b þ
b

ðA1Þ

Given @ yfs, the largest vb occurs for b  jf j, i.e., of the
order of 1 d at low latitude.
[88] The period increases significantly with increasing b.
This is due to the increase of ub with 1
b that enhances the
wind-induced surface heat fluxes. We further comment in
section 5 how this wind-induced effect can both destabilize
and slow down the propagation. The structure of the mode
is insensitive to changes in b (not shown).
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